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Abstract: The discovery of fifth nonlinear region of operation i.e. quasi–chaos is confirmed in this paper after
its recently reported two observations in loss and pump modulated Erbium doped fiber ring lasers.Quasi-chaos
is apparently chaos but its time and physical phase space trajectories actually converge instead of diverging,
even for widely separated initial conditions once the system numerical model is subjected to different initial
conditions. However, it qualifies all qualitative tests of chaos and misleads the observer to consider it a pure
chaos. Quasi–chaos is an exciting new discovery which adds fifth nonlinear region of operation after a century old notion of sensitive dependence on initial conditions discovery by Poincare.With the appearance of
quasi–chaos, the chaos itself gets bifurcated now into pure and pseudo or quasi–chaos. Some earlier results in
literature, especially the experimental one, have to be revisited now to determine their category. Quasi–chaos
is observed presently only in forced chaotic oscillators, once additional sine wave is added to lasing loop
with frequency not integral multiple of modulating signal frequency. The implications of this discovery,as
discussed in this paper, are expected to be far reaching in all nonlinear science and chaos theory applications.
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1

Introduction

Chaos is generally considered the third main discovery of 21st century besides theory of relativity and quantum mechanics.
A better understanding of chaos in general and pulsed chaos in specific along with its generation mechanism is always
beneficial as the human neuron signals and heartbeat are themselves chaotic pulses, like the pulsed chaos in some of the
semiconductor laser [1, 2] and EDFRL models [3, 4]. However, new conditions of chaos generation in violation to previous
common belief in semiconductor lasers [2] show that some pieces of the “jigsaw puzzle of chaos theory” are still missing.
One main missing piece of the subject puzzle was recently found by consecutive observations of quasi–chaos as valid fifth
region of operation in two forced EDFRL models i.e. pump and loss modulated EDFRLs [3, 4]. This paper presents the
common observations reported earlier [3, 4] related to quasi–chaos in the two EDFRL models, the main differences of
pure and quasi chaos, the conditions for generation of quasi–chaos and its implications on chaos applications for a wider
nonlinear research community. Chaos is ubiquitous in many natural and manmade systems following Poincare-Bendixon
criteria [5] and both forced and autonomous nonlinear systems can exhibit chaos. Quasi–chaos is ubiquitous in forced
chaotic oscillators and misleadingly gives positive lyapunov exponents with nonlinear time series analysis routines like
TISEAN [6] on single dynamic variable time delayed embedding.
EDFRL, by virtue of its rich dynamical behaviour,has successfully proven, in both numerical and experimental works,
to be an interesting platform to study nonlinear dynamics and chaos [7–19]. There are three main configurations for
generation of chaos in EDFRL i.e. loop nonlinearities [7] , cavity loss modulation [8–12] and pump modulation [13–19].
Out of these three configurations, the first one is autonomous and the latter two are forced one which depend on sinusoidal
perturbation of loop gain and pump power respectively. Furthermore, there are three message encoding schemes possible
in each of the three configurations i.e. additive chaos modulation (ACM), chaos message masking (CMS) and chaos shift
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keying (CSK). The message is part of lasing field rate equation in ACM while it is added later on in CMS after the chaos
is already generated. In CSK, some specific model parameter like loop gain or pump power is switched at two values with
binary data such that two different chaos are produced. In a comprehensive parametric variation study of loss modulated
EDFRL five key parameters i.e. cavity loss, cavity gain, modulation index, pump power and modulating frequency were
varied [10] and the resulting switching of EDFRL between four nonlinear modes of operation i.e. periodic, quasi-periodic,
stable and chaotic was exhibited. Using square and other complex loss modulating signals [11] the LE of EDFRL chaos
further increased thereby raising the degree of unpredictability and hence security. Comparing pulsed and non-pulsed
chaos produced by different lasers, pulsed chaos gives better LE than non-pulsed chaotic oscillations in EDFRL. It was
pointed out later [12] that the original EDFRL model with chaos message masking (CMA/CMS) as proposed by Luo
[8] and later studied in detail [10] has message signal also being added into the loop which makes it true ACM scheme
instead of reported CMA / CMS. The effect of message signal frequency, amplitude and phase on EDFRL chaos dynamics
is already done [12] and it was shown that chaos is produced only once the modulating and message frequencies are not
integral multiple of each other and hence proves that the two frequencies interplay with each other to give shown results.
However, a recent paper [3] proved that the behaviour earlier identified as pure chaos in EDFRL loss modulated ACM
scheme [10–12], was in fact quasi–chaos, because it straightaway violates sensitive dependence on initial conditions. The
factor responsible for generation of quasi chaos was the interplay of message and loss modulating frequencies within the
laser cavity. Following same logic, the pump modulated EDFRL was next tested with addition of message signal in the
loop, which also generated quasi–chaos. EDFRL has successfully proven, in both numerical and experimental works,
to be an interesting platform to study nonlinear dynamics and chaos [7–19]. with its ability to exhibit rich dynamical
behaviour. Now once the dynamics of EDFRL is well understood mathematically, it is not strange that quasi–chaos is
being reported firstly in EDFRL. The recent discovery of quasi–chaos [3, 4] in loss and pump modulated EDFRLs has
shown that the interplay of message and modulating signals is responsible to convert pure chaos to quasi–chaos.

2

Mathematical Model

The optical circuits for loss and pump modulated EDRFLs are shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b). The corresponding mathematical
models are given in Eq. (1)-(4) and (5)-(8) for loss and pump modulation respectively. It is obvious from figures and
equations that ACM has message sine wave being added into the loop modifying chaos dynamics, as studied in detail
[8-9]. Both these schemes produce quasi–chaos and in order to produce pure chaos, CMS is used without message signal,
making Sin zero in same equations.
ĖLA = −ka (ELA − ca Sin ) + ga ELA DA + ζLA

(1)

1
2
ḊA = − [(1 + IP A + ELA
)DA − IP A + 1]
τ

(2)

ka = ka0 (1 + ma sin(ωa t))

(3)

Sin = S0 (1 − ms sin(ωs t))

(4)

ĖLA = −ka (ELA − ca Sin ) + ga ELA DA + ζLA

(5)

1
2
ḊA = − [(1 + IP A + ELA
)DA − IP A + 1]
τ

(6)

IP A = IP A0 (1 + ma sin(ωa t))

(7)

Sin = S0 (1 − ms sin(ωs t)

(8)

where “·” denotes time derivative, ELA is the lasing E-field strength, DA is population inversion density, τ is the Erbium
meta-stable state decay time, ζLA is the spontaneous emission factor, IP A is the pump power, ka0 is the cavity loss (decay
rate), ga is the cavity gain,, ma is the modulation index, ωa is the loss/pump modulating frequency, S0 is the message
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Table 1: EDFRL parameters for Quasi–Chaos
Parameter
Symbol Pump Modulation Loss Modulation
Decay time meta–stable state τ
10ms
10ms
Spontaneous emission factor ζLA
10−4
10−4
Pump power
IP A0
20mW
10mW
Modulation index
ma
0.94
0.03
Cavity loss / Decay rate
ka0
6.46x106
3.3x107
3
Pump Modulation frequency ωa
2πx9x10
3.5x105
6
Cavity gain
ga
13.92x10
6.6x107
3
Message frequency
ωs
2πx3.1919x10
3.14x105
Message Amplitude
S0
1
1
Coupling ratio
ca
0.02
0.01

Figure 1: Quasi–Chaos generation optical circuits in EDFRL using ACM (a) Loss modulation (b) Pump modulation
amplitude and ωs is the message frequency. The initial conditions ELA0 and DA0 , for lasing field intensity and population
inversion density respectively, have a dynamic range of 0 to 150 a.u. for ELA0 and -1 to 1 for DA0 .The numerical
simulations were carried out using fourth order Runge-Kutta method with a very small step size, to ensure accuracy, with
model parameters listed in respective tables earlier [3,4].The time domain waveforms with their converging behaviour for
widely separated initial conditions are shown for loss and pump modulated EDFRL models in Fig.2 (a)-(b) and (c)-(d)
respectively. The respective parameters for quasi—chaos generation are summarised in Table.1.

3

Simulations

The convergence of quasi–chaos in time domain plots is shown for loss modulated EDFRL in Fig.2 (a)-(b) and for pump
modulated EDFRL in Fig.2(c)-(d).The convergence time generally increases with the deviation of initial conditions but is
not strictly dependent on it. The convergence once achieved persists for all times, however, only few milliseconds results
are shown here. Despite convergence, the output is aperiodic and looks like a chaotic output since it does not fall into any
of other three known categories i.e. stable, periodic or quasi-periodic. Thus presently the only valid test of presence of
quasi–chaos instead of pure chaos is convergence of time trajectories as shown and a resulting convergence in physical
phase space diagrams shown here in Fig.2(e)-(f) for loss modulated model only for brevity.
The physical phase space, time delayed pseudo phase space, frequency spectrum and auto–correlation function of
quasi–chaos are shown in Fig.3 (a)-(d). It is obvious that these plots mislead observer to interpret this behaviour as chaos.
For example, phenomena of topological mixing and strange attractor are both visible in physical phase space and pseudo
phase space diagrams shown in Fig.3 (a) and (b) with both loss and pump modulated models results placed side by side.
The physical phase space lines in Fig.3(a) will stop crossing each other if time is added as third dimension, while crossing
of phase space lines is minimal in pseudo phase space in Fig.3(b) which is clearly fractal. The frequency spectrums in
Fig.3(c) show the modulating signal and its harmonics clearly visible. The auto–correlation functions shown in Fig.3(d)
are decaying with humps underneath due to humps in respective time domain plots.
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Figure 2: Quasi–Chaos convergence in two EDFRL models for different initial conditions (a) Loss modulated EDFRL
ELA=0, DA=0.47 (green) and ELA=12, DA=0.496 (red) (b) Loss modulated EDFRL ELA=0, DA=0.47 (green) and
ELA=5 , DA=0.496 (red) (c) Pump modulated EDFRL DA0=0.5, DA0=1 DA0=-1 DA0=-0.5 and ELA0=0 (2msec) (d)
Pump modulated EDFRL DA0=0.5, DA0=1 DA0=-1 DA0=-0.5 and ELA0=0 (1msec) (e) Physical phase space of loss
modulated EDFRL ELA=0, DA=0.47 (green) and ELA=12, DA=0.496 (red) (f) Physical phase space of loss modulated
EDFRL ELA=0, DA=0.47 (green) and ELA=5 , DA=0.496 (red)
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Figure 3: Comparison of quasi–chaos in EDFRL for loss modulation scheme (left) with pump modulation (right) (a)
Physical phase space (b)Pseudo time-delayed phase space (c) Frequency domain(d) Auto–correlation
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Discussion

The conditions for generation of quasi–chaos are found to be same in above two models i.e. only forced chaotic EDFRLs
exhibit quasi–chaos once an additional sine wave is fed into the EDFRL loop such that its frequency is not an integer
multiple of respective modulation frequency. Otherwise,in absence of message signal, these produce pure chaos sensitively
dependent on initial conditions. The pulsed quasi–chaos is bunched has fixed pulse time period of the loss / pump
modulating sine wave itself. The dynamic range of pulse amplitude is higher in pure chaos making phase space plots more
uniformly distributed. Also, the pure chaos frequency spectrum is richer and more random in spectral lines as compared
to former, while the modulating frequency and its harmonics are visible in the case of quasi–chaos frequency spectrum.
Quasi–Chaos auto–correlation function has nonzero lower values due to humps beneath pulses in time domain and its
decay is less sharper. Thus the main clues of quasichaos are fixed pulse time period and pulse bunching in time domain
instead of chaotic time period and subsequently increased visibility of modulating frequency and related harmonics in
frequency domain. It is not the case, as could be speculated, that subject EDFRL models can only produce quasi–chaos
and are unable to produce pure chaos. Both of these models produce pure chaos as well, once the message Sin is removed
from the given models, making these schemes Chaos Message Masking (CMS).

5

Conclusions

The discovery of quasi–chaos is an important and interesting milestone in nonlinear theory and chaos applications in
many aspects. Firstly, it adds fifth valid nonlinear region of operation in nonlinear systems. Secondly, it brings forward an
exactly opposite idea i.e.“confirmed permanent convergence despite widely separated initial conditions” after more than a
century old Henri Poincares “sensitive dependence on initial conditions” notion. The time of convergence is also variable
and not strictly dependent on Euclidean distance of initial conditions. Thirdly, it shows that same quasi-chaotic system
showing convergence in physical phase space is again divergent and sensitively dependent on initial conditions in pseudo
phase space. Fourthly, it indicates a possibility of error in believing any experimental chaotic looking time series to be pure
chaos if the mathematical model and driving conditions are totally unknown. Fifthly, quasi–chaos is predictable in future
time contrary to the famous unpredictability of pure chaos, if we start simulating with any arbitrary initial conditions in a“
slightly earlier future time” than“ desired future time” resulting in convergence of trajectories to single path automatically.
Consequently, synchronization of quasi-chaotic systems, like loss/pump modulated EDRFLs here, is also artificial and
misleading i.e. the receiver is never synchronized to the transmitter because of the seed being fed from transmitter, since
both the transmitter and receiver outputs already get converged to same trajectory, independent of their initial conditions,
in reality, due to their quasi-chaotic nature. Further implications of quasi–chaos discovery on existing applications of
chaos in communications, control, signal processing and in other fields are hoped to be far reaching.
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